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Overview

Framing the sustainability issue – what is 
the global context in which we work toward 

local sustainability?
• Global challenges
• Global context
• Our common wealth
• Sustainability
• Local solutions



Global Challenges

• Energy
• Food
• Water
• Healthcare
• Education
• Climate



Global Context

• “Context is everything”
• Nothing occurs in a vacuum
• Larger context colours choices we make

– Consciously
– Unconsciously

• Neoliberalism
– Has formed part of the larger context for the 

last 30 years



Neoliberalism

• A theory of political-economic practices
• Proposes that human well-being can best 

be advanced by the maximization of 
entrepreneurial freedoms
– Supported by institutions that endorse

• Private property rights
• Individual liberty
• Free markets
• Free trade

David Harvey 2006



Role of the State in Neoliberalism

• Create and preserve this institutional framework
– Set up military, defence, police and juridical functions 

to secure framework
• If markets don’t exist, they must be created, by 

state action if necessary
– Healthcare, education, social security, environmental 

pollution, war
• State must not intervene further in market

– Not enough information
– Not efficient
– Powerful interests will bias state interventions

• Especially in democracies David Harvey 2006



Three Pillars of Neoliberalism

• Privatization
• Deregulation
• Liberalization



Neoliberalism
An ideology that advocates an economic 
arena free of government regulation or 

restriction, including labour and 
environmental legislation, and certainly, 

free of government action via public 
ownership.  It advocates retreat from 

welfare’s publicly funded commitments to 
equity and social justice.  It views 

citizenship as consumption and economic 
production.

Murray Knuttila 2005



Neoliberalism affects

• The market
• Government
• Social relations
• Welfare provisions
• Ways of life
• Attachments to the land
• Habits of the heart
• Ways of thought

Harvey 2008



Our Common Wealth

• Older than neoliberalism
• More than financial wealth
• The ancient practice of sharing natural 

resources: water, grazing land, forests
• Current forms of common wealth - sharing 

both natural and constructed resources
– Watersheds, crown land
– Canadian healthcare system
– Old age security



Impacts of Neoliberalism on Our 
Common Wealth

• Privatization of public forms of wealth
– Water, energy, healthcare, education
– Trade agreements
– Structural adjustment programs

• Deregulation
– Overturning rules that protect public wealth

• Liberalization
– Protection becomes a dirty word



Neoliberalism in Action #1
• Public-private partnerships (P3s)

– Public pays long-term costs
• More money
• Less accountability
• Public holds the risk
• Weakened public-sector capacity
• Creation of private-sector monopolies
• Corporate instability
• Lost public assets
• Lower corporate taxes
• Money leaves the community
• Profits before service and safety
• International trade agreement vulnerability
• Priorities are changed
• No escape clause Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives



Neoliberalism in Action #2

• Lower taxes

“I don’t mind paying taxes – they buy me 
civilization” (Oliver Wendell Holmes)

– Less money for the public sector, so more 
privatization opportunities for entrepreneurs

– Small amounts of money in people’s pockets 
to pay for services they used to or could get 
free/low cost



Sustainability

• Confusing concept
• “Sustainability is politically treacherous since it 

challenges the status quo” (O’Riordan 1988)

• Wouldn’t be an issue without negative human 
impacts on the environment and each other

• Often divided into
– Environmental
– Social
– Economic 



Sustainability

• Involves projects to protect, maintain and 
build our common wealth
– Environmental – Kyoto Agreement, greenbelts
– Social – public education, universal 

healthcare, sustainable food systems, 
national daycare system

– Economic – co-operatives, public-public 
partnerships, national energy plan, community 
power generation



Unsustainability

• Involves projects to privatize our common 
wealth
– Environmental – private water systems
– Social – charter schools, two-tiered 

healthcare, corporate daycare
– Economic – NAFTA, WTO, IMF, P3s, TILMA



Local Solutions for Global 
Challenges

• Remember the larger context
• Resist the neoliberal push for private 

solutions to public problems
• Choose sustainability – public solutions to 

private challenges
• Build, maintain and protect our common 

wealth
• Consider the public good / public interest



Examples of Local Solutions for 
Global Challenges

• Community-owned energy projects
• Co-operatives

– Housing projects
– Health clinics
– Day care

• Public utilities
• Local/regional food system



“We cannot solve our problems 
with the same thinking we used 

when we created them.”
Albert Einstein


